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Future Business, 
Long Finance — a chapter trailer

This chapter complements those on ‘Knowledge into Action’ 
and ‘Governance of Innovation’;

It explores what needs to happen between now and 2050 to 
ensure Sustainable Development 

It looks at these from a business (WBCSD) 
and financial (Long Finance) sector perspective
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The Problem 
in one graph
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Future Business response: 
WBCSD’S Vision 2050

Vision 2050:

Large changes in values, human development, the economy, 
and in the various business sectors, during the global 
‘transformation time’ between 2020–2050; 

These in turn lead to a challenging “must have” series of 
achievements in each of these areas during the ‘turbulent 
teens’ to 2020:
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Vision 2050: The new agenda for business – in brief12

True value,
true costs, 
true profits

Basic needs of 
all are met

"One World – 
People & 
Planet

Enough food
& biofuels
through a
new Green
Revolution

Recovery
& 
regeneration

Secure and
sufficient
supply of 
low-carbon
energy

Close to zero 
net energy 
buildings

Safe & 
low-carbon 
mobility

Not a 
particle of 
waste

Cost of 
carbon, water 
& other
ecosystem
services
internalized

Billions of
people lifted
out of poverty

Sustainability
embedded in
all products,
services &
lifestyles

Agricultural
output 
doubled by 
improved land 
& water
productivity

Deforestation
halted, carbon 
stocks in 
planted
forest doubled 
from 2010

CO2 emissions
reduced by 
50% 
worldwide
(based on 
2005 levels) 

All new
buildings use
zero net
energy

Near 
universal
access to 
reliable and 
low-carbon 
mobility, 
infrastructure 
& information

Four to 
tenfold
improvement
in the 
eco-efficiency 
of resources &
materials from 
2000

True values 
help drive 
inclusive
markets

Ecosystems &
enterprises 
help create 
value

Sustainable
living becomes
mainstream

Growth in 
global trade,
crop yield &
carbon 
management

Momentum 
grows for 
forest 
protection &  
efficient 
production

Greenhouse
emissions peak 
& decline

Smarter 
buildings, 
wiser users

Smarter 
mobility

Closing the 
loop

Redefining
progress

New measures of success

Economic empowerment of women

Access to basic 
services

Opportunities 
for an aging 
populution

Global, local & 
corporate 
leadership

Training of 
farmers

Freer & fairer 
trade

Yield gains

Water efficiency

More agri R&D

New crop varieties

Commitment to 
carbon cuts

Yield gains

Water efficiency

Global carbon 
price

Agree on how to 
manage GHGs

Cost of 
renewables 
lowered

Energy awareness

Tough 
energy-efficiency 
rules

Infrastructure investment

Biofuels 
standards

Integrated 
transport 
solutions

More efficient & 
alternative 
drivetrains

Innovation with consumers

Energy efficiency 
in production

Business models 
inegrate all 
actors

Demand-side efficiency

Landfills 
phased out

Closed loop 
design

Value chain 
innovation

Deeper local & 
environmental 
understanding

Incentives for 
behavior change

Building
trust, 
entrepreneur- 
ialism,
inclusiveness

Understanding 
& encouraging
change 
through
cooperation

Cultivating
knowledge- 
intensive 
agriculture

Driving 
progress 
through carbon 
incentives

Tilting &
leveling the
playing field for 
energy

Turning the 
market toward
energy 
efficiency

Improving 
overall 
transport 
through a 
holistic 
approach 

Doing more
with less

EconomyHuman 
development

People’s 
values

Removal of 
subsidies

Commitment to 
true value pricing

Long-term 
financing models

Dissemination of 
technologies

Integrated urban 
management

Agriculture Forests Energy and
power

Buildings Mobility Materials

To a sustainable      world in 2050

From business        as usual
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Figure 3.1: The pathway 
and its nine elements that 
lead us to Vision 2050

Vision 2050 to-do list: a daunting prospect
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WBCSD Vision 2050 
action, opportunities

Building and 
transforming cities, 
infrastructure, 
livelihoods and lifestyles

Improving biocapacity 
and managing [human 
activities in] ecosystems

Active changemakers – 
helping change happen

Vision 2050: The new agenda for business38

This chapter highlights some of the 
business opportunities that will arise 
in the period up to 2020 as societies 
move on to the pathway towards 
a sustainable future. As the world 
continues on this path beyond 2020, 

these opportunities will continue to 
grow in size.

Business opportunities are defined 
as anything from which business can 
derive quantifiable benefits (through 

objective or subjective means) as 
well as the things that business and 
people are willing to pay for.

Box 4.1: Business domains for the next decade – Opportunities and overlaps

This figure provides a relative mapping of opportunity spaces. Some of these opportunities are discussed in more detail 
in the following text. Overlaps in this diagram indicate areas that are ripe for multi-sectoral collaboration as well as where 
there might be greater demand for specified products and services.

Building & space 
management
Urban planning/
design
Smarter appliances
Urban mobility

Transportation 
infrastructure

Food for cities 

Forest products

Protecting &  
restoring nature

Efficiency  
improvements
Land-use planning & 
management
Recycling
Waste management 
infrastructure
Smarter water 
systems

Energy  
infrastructure:
•  Smarter energy 

mix/renewables
•  Low-carbon-

ization & 
smartening of 
energy systems

Water  
infrastructure:
• Supply-side 

innovations & 
solutions

• Reducing & 
leveraging 
water waste

• Water manage-
ment with 
forests

Forest preservation and enhancement
Avoided deforestation
Soil erosion prevention
Habitat and biodiversity conservation
Restoration of degraded & abandoned land

Building & managing complex coalitions
Financing, transparency & insurance
True-value accounting
Connecting through ICT

I. Building and transforming...

II. Improving biocapacity  
and managing ecosystems

III. Helping change happen

b. Infrastructure

a. Cities

Labeling/product certification
Education & awareness-raising
Research and influencing:
• Policies  
• Investments  
• Consumers

Tailored solutions for all markets
Health: preparation, prevention 
and care
Education
Consumer education/marketing
Making sustainable living easier
Smarter product design
Product-sharing businesses
Products and services for aging 
populations

Natural literacy & partnerships
Resource-sharing enterprises
Worker training/education

Smarter 
mobility 

Eco-housing

Access to:
• Water
• Energy
• Housing
• Education
• Finance
• Health
• Mobility

c. Livelihoods &
   lifestyles
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2: LONG FINANCE

The ‘Long Finance’ perspective coincides with sustainable 
development requirements;

 Long Finance responses range from ‘easy pieces’ to 

‘down the rabbit hole’ complex issues (regarding value 
retention across generations and long term investments)
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Long Finance
1 of 5 Easy Pieces: Ethics

eg Quaker Capitalists: ‘still a viable model?’ 

“a coalition of independent but linked businesses … 

… transparent… 

…united by a strict code of ethics that are enforced, with serious 
implications for failure (both for those running the business, and 
those scrutinising its affairs)… 

…strongly innovative… 

…with a strong campaigning element; and 

…with a substantial part of the profits set towards good works”
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Long Finance
Easy Pieces 2, 3, 4 & 5

2/5 Unexpected consequences of demographic transition;

3/5 Need to know the language, understand data needs, of long 
financiers. COD-VERB = cost, ownership, disclosure, value, 
existence, responsibility, benefit;

4/5 An ongoing transition from ‘light touch’ (Neoclassical) to 
Behavioural macroeconomic policy—helpful for SD if transition 
successful;

5/5 moving accountants from ‘single value’ to ‘mean and variance’ 
confidence accounting. i.e BET% (bottom, expected, top, %)
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Long Finance
Down the Rabbit Hole!

‘Down the rabbit hole’ (complex) issues centre around the 
nature of the ‘eternal coin’;

i.e. how do we represent future value in a ‘coin’ that keeps its 
value, without which it is impossible to make rational long 
term investment decisions;

the point being that sustainable development requires 
a long term investment perspective to succeed … 
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Long term investment
for intrinsic value works!

fered most from the ravages of war and civil strife, and from 
periods of high or hyperinflation, typically associated with wars 
and their aftermath.

As we conjectured, Figure 3 confirms that the USA per-
formed well, with real equity and bond returns of 6.0% and 
2.1% per year, respectively, placing it in fourth position for 
both asset classes. But while US stocks performed well, the 
USA was not the top performer, nor were its returns especially 
high relative to the world averages. Many of the best perform-
ing equity markets over the last 109 years tended to be 
resource-rich and, quite often, New World countries.

The historical equity risk premium

Over the long run, investment in equities has proved rewarding, 
but has been accompanied by significant volatility. Investors 
dislike volatility and they will invest in equities only if they 
expect compensation for this risk. What we would really like to 
know is what risk premium investors require today, as this 
determines current valuations and future expected returns. 
Sadly, there is no reliable way of observing this, but what we 
can do is measure the risk premium that investors have 
obtained in the past.

We measure the historical equity premium by comparing 
past equity returns with the return on risk-free investments. 
Some people use treasury bills (very short-term, default-free, 
government securities) as the risk-free benchmark, while oth-
ers use long-term government bonds. We prefer treasury bills, 
as bonds are subject to uncertainty about future inflation and 
real interest rates. 

Figure 4 shows the annualized historical equity premiums 
from 1900 to 2008, with countries ranked by their premium 
relative to bills, displayed as bars. The annualized premium, 
relative to bills, was 5.0% for the USA, 3.7% for the world  

ex-US and 4.2% for the world. The line-plot shows the premium 
relative to bonds. The story here is similar, although the premi-
ums are on average 0.8% lower since this is the amount by 
which bonds outperformed bills. The annualized premium rela-
tive to bonds was 3.8% for the USA and 3.4% for the world.

Investors’ beliefs about the equity premium remain heavily 
influenced by Ibbotson Associates’ numbers for the United 
States based on data starting in 1926. The premiums shown 
in Figure 4 are lower than had previously been thought, 
because of our global focus and longer time frame.

Risk premium components 

Is the historical equity premium a good guide to what investors 
expected and priced in beforehand as their required compen-
sation for risk? Because equities are so volatile, we cannot be 
sure of this, even over periods as long as 109 years. Investors 
may have enjoyed more than their share of good luck, making 
the past too good to last. If so, the historical premium would 
reflect “the triumph of the optimists” – the success of equity 
investors – and overstate what we could expect in future.

An alternative approach is to delve deeper to infer what 
investors in each country were expecting, on average, in the 
past. We do this by decomposing the historical premium into 
three major components, namely, (i) the (geometric) mean 
dividend yield net of the real risk free rate, (ii) the annualized 
growth rate of real dividends, and (iii) the annualized change in 
the price/dividend ratio over time.

Of these three, the dividend yield has been the dominant 
factor historically. This may seem surprising, since day-to-day, 
investors seem focused on capital gains and stock price move-
ments. Indeed, over a single year, equities are so volatile that 
most of an investor’s return comes from capital gains or losses, 
with dividends adding a relatively modest amount.

Figure 2

Cumulative returns on US asset classes in real terms, 1900 – 2008
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2009 and Triumph of the Optimists, Princeton University Press, 2002
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1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2009

 Equities: return 6.0% per year  Equities: capital gain 1.7% per year  Bonds 2.2% per year  Bills 1.0% per year

WWI: 
1914–18
World –12%
Germany –66%

Wall Street crash:
1929–31
World – 54%; US –79%

WWII: 
1939–48
World –18%
Japan –96%

Oil shock: 1973–74 
World –47%
UK –73%

Tech crash:
2000–03
World –44%
Germany –65%

Credit crash:
2007– 08
World –53%
Ireland –70%

Post WWI recovery:
1919–28
World 206%
US 372%

Post WWII recovery:
1949–59
World 516%
Germany 4094%

Expansionary 1980s
World 255%
Japan 431%

1990s/tech boom
World 113%
US 279%

CREDIT SUISSE GLOBAL INVESTMENT RETURNS YEARBOOK 2009_7

reinvesting dividends, grown 
582 fold, inflation adjusted

relying on stock price gains only
with no dividend reinvestment only 6 fold gain
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Short term speculation – 
“a failure”…the tortoise will beat the hare
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… investors decided to forsake dividends in the hope that capital gains … 
would more than offset the decrease in annual payouts. … this period in 

history was unique and we think … that it was a failure …. the market will 
increasingly remember that returns in equities over the medium to long run 
are largely driven by dividend and dividend reinvestment. The tortoise will 

likely prosper over the hare, in our view’ - Deutsche Bank (2010)
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The Eternal Coin 
What keeps its value for ever?

For our next experiment in eternal coin construction
wemove to England in 1085. The reason for choosing
time and place so precisely is the existence of a
unique document, the Domesday Book.
Commissioned byWilliam the Conqueror in
December of that year and ready in draft form by the
following August it is an economic audit of most of
the kingdom of England, containing records for 13,418
settlements south of the Rivers Tees and Ribble (the
contemporary border with Scotland).What makes
Domesday so useful for our purposes is not just the
extent and detail of its coverage, but its choice of
which things it measured (and which it did not), and
how these measurements were calibrated. Before
looking at the Domesday Book in any detail it is
necessary to look at the political systemwhich it
chronicled – feudalism. The basic principles of
feudalism in England were quite simple. The land was
divided into manors, all of which belonged to the

King.William kept a significant proportion for himself
and his family (17% by the time the book was drawn
up),made large grants to the church, and leased the
rest out to his major followers (lords or barons). The
lease of land was made in return for an oath of loyalty,
a rent based on the output of the lands in question,
the obligation to provide a pre-established number of
knights for the royal armywhen the King called for
them, and another obligation to provide food and
lodging for the king and his court as they moved
around the country. The Lords in turn kept a portion of
land for their own direct use and leased the
remainder out to knights in return for the obligation
to answer the Lord’s call either to meet his military
commitment to the King or to protect the Lord
himself. The Knights in turn assigned their land to
villeins (or serfs) who had to provide their master
with free food, labour or other service whenever it
was asked for. Villeins had no rights – they were not
allowed to leave their manor and even had to ask their
master’s permission to marry. In practice this meant
that the bulk of the population lived at subsistence
levels with all surpluses being re-distributed up the
social scale.

There are some gaps in coverage (partially because
William himself died before it was completed),
including cities such as London andWinchester, but
otherwise the coverage is extremely detailed, listing
arable and pastoral land,woodlands and wasteland,
livestock,mills and weirs onmajor rivers, and
fishponds. Some 35% of the total covered was arable
with its value measured in terms of the number of
ploughs (a team of eight oxen) it could support – the
number of ploughs per square mile varied
considerably in line with the fertility of the soil
ranging from at least four per square mile to only one
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DOMESDAY

“...therewasno singlehidenorayardof land,nor indeedoneoxnor
one cownoronepigwhichwas there left out:andall these records
werebrought tohimafterwards.”

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicler on the Domesday Book

“Manproposes,butGoddisposes.”
Thomas a Kempis – The Imitation of Christ

One of the truisms of historical study is that the closer
we get to the contemporary world the more we tend
to know about that part of the past. It is also certainly
the case that the pace of change has been accelerating
in recent centuries, but we would be on very
uncertain ground if we were to attempt to push the
process of acceleration too far back into time.
Acceptance of these generalizations is very important
for our thought experiment. Our eternal coin has
really been going through an ongoing process of
mutation – the apparent speed and greater
complexity of that mutation over the last millennium
is partially a product of the fact that we simply know
more about what was happening than we did in more
distant ages.

This said, the number and scale of changes in political,
economic and social structures from themiddle of the
15th century onmake it difficult to freeze frame our
eternal coin at any particular point in time. It
therefore seemsmore sensible to look at the changes
themselves before constructing our last pre-industrial
coin dated at some time in the first half of the 18th
century. Two of the most important developments
were the re-invention and re-assertion of the twin
pillars of the early medieval world – the monarchy
and religion – both of which had seen their power and
legitimacy eroded and in some cases completely
undermined in the late Middle Ages. The two
processes were very different. The kings of the 16th
and 17th centuries sought to build up an entirely new
version of themselves as absolute monarchs
accountable only to God. They did so by disarming
their more mighty subjects, occasionally by force but
more commonly with money and land. One of the
most important components of the process was the
transfer of land ownership into individual private
hands – while Henry VIII’s break with Romewas the
result of dynastic concerns, his subsequent dissolution
of the monasteries gave him a huge land bank which
he could use to reward supporters and buy loyalty.
The newmonarchies also spent lavishly on symbols of
their own power – particularly on grand palaces.
While their medieval forebears hadmoved from castle
to castle, Henry VIII and his contemporaries built
huge homes of their own – the fact that they were
designed for comfort inside and display outside rather
than for safety was evidence of their success in
enfolding their subjects in the new order. All of this
cost a great deal more money thanmedieval kingship.
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THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN

“I amthe state.”
Louis XIV of France

“To foundagreat empire for the solepurposeof raisingupapeople of
customers,mayatfirst sightappearaprojectfit only foranationof
shopkeepers. It is,however,aproject altogetherunfit foranationof
shopkeepers;but extremelyfit foranationwhoseGovernment is
influencedby shopkeepers.”

Adam Smith – Wealth of Nations

If foreign trade was one pillar of Britain’s rise as an
economic superpower, the other was the Industrial
Revolution.Wewill not dwell here on the nature of
the Revolution itself save to say that the term itself is
not really appropriate as we are dealing with a host of
technological and business innovations stretching
over a period of more than a century. Before picking
out the main factors that distinguished the industrial
eternal coin from its pre-industrial counterpart, there
is one important point that should be made. The fact
that industrial revolution began in Britain and
continued to be led by British entrepreneurs until at
least the third quarter of the 19th century was
partially a product of Britain’s pre-eminent trading
position and partially a product of Britain’s security
behind the Royal Navy. The last serious fighting in
Britain ended with the English Civil War, and beyond
several small doomed Jacobite forays, the only
‘invasion’was the unopposed arrival of William III in
1688. From the end of the 17th century on
businessmen generally had nothingmore serious to
contend with than sporadic small-scale outbursts of
social unrest.

Industrialization was an immensely complex process
but it is possible to identify a small number of key
developments that must be factored into our coin.
Technological advances had six major consequences.
First, a wide variety of manufactured goods could be
mass-produced on a huge scale. Second, briefly by
canal but thereafter by rail, rawmaterials could be
moved to factories and finished goods either to
domestic markets or ports on a scale. Third, although
the new factories were mass employers of labour, the
large-scale combustion of fossil fuels – almost entirely
coal – changed the economics of life (and thus our
coin) profoundly. The importance of coal was such

that it changed the entire demography of the UK,
large industrial towns growing rapidly in the North of
England where the major coal deposits were located.
Fourth, the key strategic rawmaterial beyond coal
became iron ore fromwhich produced first the iron
and then the steel that built machinery and transport
infrastructure, and equipped armies and navies. Fifth,
population growth, fuelled by technological progress
and improving health and wealth, produced large
imbalances in food supplies, which were met by
developing large scale food production in non-
industrial areas. Sixth, the scale of entrepreneurial
activity produced the need for greater and greater
concentrations of capital and eventually moves
towards cartelization. The same population growth
also triggered mass migration – most importantly
from Europe to the United States – and played a key
role in the final emergence of the newworld as a real
rival to the old.
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DARK SATANIC MILLS

“You cannotfightagainst the future.Time is onour side.”
William Gladstone

“Upon the sacredness of property civilization itself depends – the right
of the labourer tohishundreddollars in the savingsbank,andequally
the legal right of themillionaire tohismillions.”

Andrew Carnegie – Wealth

THE CONFEDERACY
The Confederacy, a political entity with a life of less
than five years, could be said to have embraced the
mirage of a special eternal coin of its own. Before
secession, the 13 states of the South were simply part
of a still evolving American democracy with an
established position in the mid-19th century trading
world that largely revolved around the export of
cotton to Europe in return for a host of goods and
commodities.When the South went to war things
changed. The Southern economywas highly
specialized – it had only a small industrial sector and
was only marginally self-sufficient in food. Southern
statesmenwent to war confident that the tiny US
Navy would not be able to interfere with the export of
cotton and the import of arms and other necessities.
When the Union imposed a blockade far more quickly
and effectively than expected, the South remained
buoyed by the expectation that the cotton-hungry
mills of Europe would lead Britain and France to
recognize them and intervene to free the seas. The
Confederacy issued its own currency – effectively it
was a cotton bond based on the belief that the
blockade would be broken. It could also be taken as a
fair proxy for a rather short-lived eternal coin – one
which would be exchangeable over time and space in
pursuit of the common goal of independence. The real
Confederate dollar held a high purchasing power in
the early part of the war,when hopes of either victory
over the North or European intervention were high. It
began to depreciate rapidly as these hopes waned and
in the last year of the war was effectively worthless.
The eternal coin proved a little more durable.
Confederate armies fought to the last. Though the
Confederates were hardly in a position where the only
alternative was death, some glimmer of the original
coin’s value must still have been there in the trenches
around Petersburg.
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We return now to the last of our eternal coins, today’s.
You will already have realized that this essay does not
present globalization itself as the revolution it is
commonly perceived to be. Three innovations have,
however, accelerated the process and changed the real
economy and the virtual coin profoundly – the jet
aircraft, the micro-processor andmedical progress.
The first has reduced the effective circumference of
the earth fromweeks to hours. The second has
produced a genuine information revolution – one of
such scale that it is virtually impossible to calculate
the size of the data mountain available. The third is
medical progress in general, andmass vaccination in
particular, which has played amajor role in the
acceleration of population growth, largely free from
the savage correcting mechanisms of early mortality
and epidemics.

These developments have taken place against the
background of another trend,which although it had
its roots in the 19th century has accelerated quickly
thereafter – the growing role of the state in the
economy. Early states had little more than control of a
nation’s armed forces and the administration
necessary to collect taxes and administer law and
order. The British public sector, for example,
accounted for roughly 10% of the economy in the late
19th century, and the single biggest ticket itemwas
the Royal Navy. Today the figure is close to 50%,with
the increase driven by the large-scale entry of the
state into education, health and social welfare
provision with a related mushrooming of the state-
paid workforce. Further, as average life expectancy
has increased, states have incurred spiralling pension
obligations. The importance of state pension
obligations cannot be overemphasized, as they are not
as susceptible to changes in government policy as the
others, and have a built-in growth dynamic of their
own. It is also noticeable that the state sector is very
resistant to political attempts to shrink it for the
simple reason that politicians are dependent on jobs
and visible expenditure to stay in power.

Time and information have always been important
contributors to wealth creation, but in the past both
impacted on a scale which was measurable. It is no
longer clear if this is the case, and one of the
unanswered questions still hanging over the recent
credit meltdown is if human decision makers and the
systems they create can actually manage the
information flows necessary to manage risk. Another
open question is that of the preservation of the value
of information. There is already evidence of state-
sponsored attacks on digitally stored confidential and
highly sensitive data, and at the more banal level,
mass use of electronic fraud to steal real money from
real people. Any paper currency’s value is affected by
confidence in the assets and institutions behind it,
and the samemust be true about the informational
property in which so much of today’s value is thought
to reside. It could well be that those who speculate on
the future disappearance of physical money are
completely wrong – without a completely secure
alternative,wemight actually head in the other
direction.
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THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY?

“Fornowwe see throughaglass,darkly.”
The New Testament, 1 Corinthians 13
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societies rather than just their elites. The wider coin
really developed only by degrees from themid-19th
century to the mid-20th, but it is instructive to stop on
the threshold of the modern world to consider two
contemporaneous exceptions – the Plains Indians and
the Confederacy.

PLAINS INDIANS
One interesting example is the Plains Indians of the
mid-19th century. At the same time as the Union and
Confederacy were fighting out a very modern war to
the East, the Sioux, Comanche and Kiowawere living
a nomadic lifestyle which revolved around just two
things. The most important was the huge population
of American bison which provided themwith their
major source of food, shelter, clothing andmost other
material goods. The second,which hadmade them far
more effective hunters and allowed the support of a
larger population,was the horse,which had been
introduced to Mexico by the Spanish, and began
falling increasingly into Indian hands in the 18th
century. Indian bands were nomadic, following the
seasonal migrations of the Buffalo herds. Inter-tribal
hostilities existed but were low-level and sporadic
simply because there was no need to compete for food
and no attachment to any particular land. Belief
systems were animist, involving a strong beliefs that
everything had a spirit and that all were governed by
one Great Spirit.Worship both of the Great Spirit and
of a host of individual spirits in search of good fortune
provided the aspirational content of what was
otherwise a simple coin,which found its only
commonmaterial manifestations in collections of
talismans in medicine bags and warriors’ highly
decorated shields.

Ozymandias

Senatus 

Populusque 

Romanus

1000 AD

Industrial revolution

Late 18th century

Continuity & Change?

(Plains 
Indians)

(Confederate 
States)

We nowmove to what was undoubtedly the greatest
civilization of the pre-modern world, Ancient Rome.
Our starting point is the middle of the third century
BC (roughly at the same time as the first Qin emperor
– he of terracotta warrior fame – came to power in
China). By this time, three critical changes had
occurred which were transforming our eternal coin.
First, Romewas an oligarchic republic with an
elaborate system of political checks and balances in
place to ensure that it could not revert to any form of
monarchy. Second, trade in high value, low bulk goods
had become international, largely as a result of
technical developments in ship design and scientific
advances in navigation. Finally, precious metals had
become recognized instruments of exchange, and
were not simply used to create symbols of power or
funerary finery. The process of transformation is best
understood through an analysis of the Punic Wars – a
century-long struggle between Rome and Carthage,
another oligarchic republic which had grown up in
what is now Tunisia as a result of colonization in the
9th century BC by the Phoenicians, a maritime
trading people who had originated in Tyre in the
Eastern Mediterranean.

Rome and Carthage shared very little beyond the
basic principles of their political systems. Rome had
expanded by conquest and annexation to control the
entire Italian peninsula south of the River Po. Its
power was based on a large standing armymade up
of its own citizens. Carthage began the period
controlling only its North African hinterland.
Carthage’s armywas largely mercenary but its
trading power was protected by a large professional
navy crewed largely by its citizens. Carthage enjoyed
an almost complete monopoly on trade in the
Western Mediterranean, and also through this

controlled the supply of most luxury goods. Its fleet
traded as far afield as Britain and the Canary Islands
and was probably equivalent in size to the merchant
marine of 18th century France or Britain. Carthage
enjoyed amonopoly on the supply of tin, the critical
ingredient in the manufacture of bronze, it was the
Mediterranean’s largest supplier of silver – one mine
in Spain was said to provide it with the 300 pounds
(the equivalent of 3.75 Roman talents) a day, and it had
inherited from its ancestors the art of producing the
dye Tyrian Purple – the most prized dye of the
Mediterranean world generally worth 15 to 20 times
its weight in gold. Beyond these market leaders, the
Carthaginians brokered trade in everything from
alabaster to salted Atlantic fish around the entire
Mediterranean littoral, and supplemented their
economic output with the products of the most
technologically advanced agricultural system of the
age (the coastal areas of North Africa were highly
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SENATUS POPULUSQUE ROMANUS

“Wherever theRomanconquers, therehedwells.”
Lucius Annaeus Seneca – Moral Essays

“ThePeople that oncebestowed commands,consulships, legions,and
all else,nowconcerns itself nomore,and longs eagerly for just two
things –breadand circuses!”

Decimus Junius Juvenal – Satires

We first step into the time tunnel to look at the first
great civilizations of the twomillennia BC – those of
Egypt,Mesopotamia and China. Our sweep here is far
broader than at any other time in the paper and our
focus less precise for the same reason – the relative
sparseness of the evidence base.We are dealing in a
mixture of archaeological finds, some often
fragmentary contemporary written records and the
writings of near contemporary historians who
pursued a far less sceptical trade than their modern-
day successors. The biggest problem is really not what
we know but what we don’t know – it cannot be
quantified, and new archaeological discoveries could
lead to complete re-interpretations of the past and
hence of our eternal coin. This is particularly the case
in China.While the known remains of ancient Egypt
have been relatively well explored, and those of
Mesopotamia have been rendered largely inaccessible
by modern conflict, those of China continue to open
up. They are spread over a far larger area and have
been left undisturbed through the years to a far
greater extent than the pillaged tombs of Pharaohs or
the razed palaces of Middle Eastern monarchs. The
eternal coin of a Shang or Zhou king is far more likely
to be subject to future review than that of
Tutankhamun or Hammurabi.

It would be possible to write pages on the differences
between the early Egyptian, Babylonian and Chinese
civilizations.What is interesting for the purposes of
this paper are the similarities. All were agrarian
economies – indeed all emerged as dominant
civilizations because strong central authority was able
to create the infrastructure and the compulsion to
raise agricultural output from subsistence level to a
point where it could provide a surplus to support an
expansionist state. In the case of Egypt and

Mesopotamia this involved the exploitation of the
Nile, Tigris and Euphrates. In the case of China, it
involved an early drive south from the less fruitful
and far colder climes of the northern part of the
country to the Yellow River; and then, right at the end
of our period, the extraordinary conquest of the vast
cereal bowl of Sichuan to the west by the newly
arrived Qin dynasty,who reached their target through
the mountains of Qingling range by building a road in
the late 4th century BC which deserves to be
recognized as one of the civil engineering
masterpieces of the ancient world.

The states themselves were highly autocratic and
expansionist, and it is no accident that older histories
of them are largely those of wars. The position of the
ruler as an absolute monarch and the maintenance of
large military forces are very important to the
construction of our eternal coin. The rulers supported
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OZYMANDIAS?

“Supremeover other kings, lordly inappearance,
he is thehero,bornofUruk, thegoringwildbull.
Hewalks out in front, the leader,
andwalksat the rear, trustedbyhis companions.
Mightynet,protector ofhis people,
ragingflood-wavewhodestroys evenwalls of stone!”

The Epic of Gilgamesh

NB Cooper’s answer was ‘Land’

mainstream 
sequence
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Summing up …

Four elephants hold up the sustainable world: population, attitudes, innovation, 
and price (internalisation, BET% accounting, WBCSD ‘true value’ by 2020);

Sustainable Development innovation needs to be big and fast? If so, how do we 
do that, and be cautious? Ensuring diversity of response is one recurring theme;

Much thinking going on within the environmental, business and financial sectors 
re. long term strategies; in urgent need of better bridge-building?

Business and Finance can’t do it all Need government to do its part (e.g. 
consistency, ‘software’ rather than ‘hard-wire’ regulation, blue sky funding, 
pump priming, ensuring ‘green’ infrastructure etc.);

But Government can’t do it all either. Changes could be slow burning and 
then very fast: that requires a change of attitudes in society.
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